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Abstract The tremendous development of technological wave, in particular to virtual technology, has brought shopping activities into a new era. Current research is keen to investigate the relationships between consumers and technology in diverse virtual environments. This article aims to discuss the future directions for shopping practices in virtual worlds. Based on the scope of utilizing virtual technology in shopping practices, our research team investigates how consumers use virtual technology in shopping activities from reviewing prior research of consumer behavior and technological development. Our team highlights the importance of interactivity between virtual technology and consumers. This paper triggers further investigations in the area of (1) the instrumental relationships between the technology and consumer, (2) the connectivity to consumers, and (3) the consumers’ perception of shopping in virtual environments and the daily practices in bricks-and-mortar shopping. The research team urges the needs of investigating shopping experiences in virtual worlds for the mentioned areas.
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With the boost of virtual technology development, consumers’ shopping experience would be enriched [18]. Therefore, scholars urge the needs to focus on the consumers in virtual worlds [16, 25-32]. Many research investigate the relationships between the application of virtual technology and consumers’ experiences, which aim to improve future technology development, such as enhancing consumers’ telepresence [20, 33], understanding the sense-making of consumer in virtual environments [34], applying clues to induce consumer shopping engagement [16], enriching consumers’ sensorial experiences [23, 24], co-creating virtual worlds [35], enhancing consumers’ spatial experience in VEs [36, 37], and understanding consumers’ purchasing intention [5, 38-40].

In order to know how consumers shop in virtual reality, our research team investigates how consumers use virtual technology in shopping practices. Based on the scope of utilizing virtual technology in shopping practices and consumer behavior, our team reviews prior research from the consumer behavior and technological development perspective. Our team highlights the importance of the interactivity between consumers and virtual technology in shopping activities and to discuss the future directions of technology development of shopping practices in virtual environments. The discussion is organized into three sections. First, our team delineates the core assumption in understanding the relationships between virtual technology and consumers. Second, we investigates virtual technology in shopping practices from the use of reviewing prior research and to highlight three important areas for investigation, (1) the instrumental relation between the technology and consumer (I-It relation), (2) the connectivity to consumer (I-Other relation) and (3) the consumers’ perception of shopping in virtual environments and daily practices in bricks-and-mortar shopping (I-World relation). Third, the article concludes with the contribution on the future technology development of virtual reality in shopping practices and to urge the needs of investigating shopping experiences in virtual worlds.

2. Relationships between Consumers and Virtual Technology
In understanding the use of virtual technology in shopping practices, many research focus on how consumers interact within the virtual environments of shopping activities. Scholars indicate that the advantage of virtual technology, especially immersive virtual technology, is to induce the sense of “being there”, known as presence, of consumers [19, 41-43]. Researchers agree that the design of virtual technology brings the experience of presence to the fore as an important issue [21, 43-47]. Presence is the sensation experienced in virtual technology [44], insofar as the consumer is engrossed and immersed spontaneously in the virtual environments. Riva et al. [44] suggested that two themes are commonly found in the study of this phenomenon. On one hand, scholars claimed that presence is the inner experience or psychological states of the consumer using virtual technology. It is not requisite to associate with the consumers’ experience of utilizing the technological medium. Therefore, the goal of utilizing virtual technology is to build up the sensational experience of individual within virtual environments [46, 48-62]. On the other hand, Riva et al. [44] claimed that a group of scholars had delineated the experience of presence as “Media Presence” [55, 57, 63-71], insofar as they suggest that the study of the use of virtual technology should focuses partly on consumers’ experiences and partly on the technology development. Those scholars suggest that the relationships between consumers’ and virtual technology are closely associated.

The first vision focuses on the consumers’ broad psychological phenomenon. Those studies suggest that it is not necessarily linked the consumers’ experiences to the technological aspect of virtual technology [44]. Those studies claim that the term “presence” usually signifies the sense of “being there” of the consumers’ experiences [46]. Lee [46] suggests that in the study of presence, scholars should focus on understanding the consumers’ psychological state rather than the technological aspect. On the other hand, the second vision suggests that scholars should not underestimate the influence of virtual technology to the consumers’ experiences as they are deeply correlated with each other. Schroeder [69-71] suggested that the experience of presence in virtual environment is always partly doing with the consumers’ state of mind and partly with the virtual technology, on the basis of which, a more immersive virtual technology would induce higher immersive experiences to consumers. Schroeder [69-71] highlights the importance of the relationships between virtual technology and consumer in understanding consumers’ experiences and the use of virtual technology. In this paper, our team grounded on the media presence perspective to focus on the interaction between virtual technology and consumer by starting from the following statement:

"virtual technology, as indicated by the definition given earlier, is about “being there”; presence is therefore partly to do with the technology, and partly to do with the participants’ state of mind [69]."

It would be difficult to isolate the consumers’ shopping experiences in virtual environments or the use of virtual technology as an isolated event which separated from its interaction. Therefore, the following discussion is focused on the interaction between virtual technology and consumers.

3. Spotlight over the Shopping Practices in Virtual Worlds

Based on the above assumption, our research team formulates the research framework in understanding consumers’ shopping practices in virtual worlds. Our team focuses on the understanding the relationships between consumers and virtual technology by reviewing the prior research. Our team highlights the importance of the interaction between the consumers and virtual technology in three aspects, (1) the instrumental relations between the virtual technology and consumers; (2) the connectivity of consumers in virtual environments; and (3) the consumers’ perception of shopping in virtual environments and daily practices in bricks-and-mortar shopping, which extend to a threefold model, namely I-It relation, I-Other relation and I-World relation respectively. The models are not formulated in neatly typologized, but rather, they are conceiving conceptual overlapping with each other. The following analysis brings the discussion from the respective theoretical issues to the practical application of virtual technology in shopping activities with the supplement of existing studies.

3.1. I-It Relations – Instrumental Relations between Consumers and Virtual Technology in Shopping Activities

I-It relation refers to the instrumental relations between virtual technology and consumer in shopping activities. Our team found that the prior research focus on understanding the instrumental relations between consumers and virtual technology in shopping practices which are related to (1) virtual environments development, (2) virtual objects development, (3) personalization, (4) sensorial enrichment, and (5) spatial interaction (Figure 1). The following analysis addresses the various aspects of each item.

![Figure 1. Instrumental relations of consumer and virtual technology](image)

3.1.1. Virtual Environments Development
In the technology of developing virtual environments (VEs), scholars concern how these technologies emerge in shopping activities and its interaction with consumer in shopping activities. In understanding how the use of VEs technology affects consumers’ shopping experiences, Tran [72] suggests that the use of 3D technological in 2D web-based environment is able in enhancing the consumers’ perception and expectations. The interaction between consumer to 2D web-based environment and 3D virtual environments are inducing different consumers’ shopping experiences through different dimension of stimulation. Li et al. [31] also compare the use of the technology of 2D product representation and the technology of the use of 3D product visualization, such as geometric and material product taxonomy. Based on the findings, Li et al. suggest a new type of product affordances, which names virtual affordances, in explaining the consumers’ shopping experiences. Virtual technology enables in creating immersive virtual environments, which help to enrich users’ telepresence experience. Huang et al. [73] suggest that numerous studies focus on flow experience in the effect of telepresence, systems’ interface design and web characteristics in VEs. Immersive virtual environment is able to create unique telepresence experience, which different from other technology media. Huang and his colleague find that the text-based interaction systems would also enable in creating opportunities for flow experiences which is different from the telepresence experience in IVEs. With the advance of user experience, some researchers suggest that the technology of VEs would be benefit in marketing contribution. These researches focus on understanding how the interaction of consumer and VEs could contribute in marketing strategies. Gabisch and Gwebu [39] suggest that the emerging of the technology of VEs would be a new marketing channel as it brings unique experience to consumer, such as high level of interactivity and telepresence. Bulearca and Tamrjan [27] focus on examining how the use of augmented reality experiential marketing (AREM) would contribute in enhancing customer loyalty by increasing consumer satisfaction. Also, Bulearca and Tamrjan suggest that AREM would contribute in enhancing the intention of repetitive purchasing and positive word-of-mouth (WOM), which potential to bring a greater market share. Also, Srinivasan and Srivastave [74] investigate how VR is changing the future shopping practice by reshaping the consumers’ shopping experience. They suggest that the use of VR technology as marketing tools would help to create consumers’ experiences in retail segment by some important factor, such as the human interface. It helps to generate consumers’ shopping experience, such as memorable experience. With the integration of E-commerce and VR technology, Pan et al. [75] claim that virtual experience could induce consumers’ experience in perceiving product presentation.

3.1.2. Virtual Objects Development (e.g. Virtual Product)

The technology of virtual environment is the ground of arena which enables consumer to interact within a virtual shopping space. Besides the above technologies, some research focus on the investigation on the interaction between consumer and the virtual object within VEs, such as the virtual product in shopping activities. Wang et al. [76] develop the virtual technology of virtual handbag system in fashion retailing business. With the equipment of Kinect, rendering computer, webcam and TV screen, Wang and his colleague developed the virtual handbag system. Though the TV screen display, consumer could virtually try-on the handbags, including rotating the virtual handbags and scaling the handbags. The virtual handbag system aims to contribute on enhancing consumers’ online shopping experience. In further investigating the adoption of virtual try-on technology, Kim and Forsythe [77] suggest that there are no significant gender differences in the use of virtual try-on in apparel shopping. Previous research suggests that the future development of virtual try-on technology in apparel shopping could focus on different gender. Other than applying virtual try-on in apparel industry, numerous researches focus on the interaction between consumer and virtual products presentation in virtual environments [75, 78]. Schlisser [78] investigates that interaction between the presentation of virtual product and the consumers’ purchasing intentions and suggest how the virtual product presentations could increase the consumers’ purchasing intentions. Also, Park et al. [5] find that rotation has strong positive impact on consumers’ perception of production information, mood, attitude and purchase intention. On the other hand, researchers also focus on the application of augmented technology system in shopping practice. Yang et al. [79] propose a AR system for fashion business which is able for low cost system installation with limited Internet downloading speeds. The effective time management enables to enhance consumers’ hedonic shopping experience by reducing waiting time. Also, Cheng et al. [80] propose a AR system which develop a convenient and friendly virtual fashion show room for consumer. The virtual show room enable in generate 3D garment by 2D garment photos instead of 2D CAD patterns.

3.1.3. Personalization

Digital shopping enables in providing personal recommendation to consumer. With the application of virtual technology, personal shopping recommendation could advance to higher degree of interactivity. Virtual technology enables the function of shopping assistant, such as sales-avatar, which would bring higher interactivity between the consumer and virtual technology. Corvello et al. [17] conduct a psychological study of investigating the impact of anthropomorphic virtual shopping assistant (VSA), which is based on a knowledge management system. Xu and Yu [81] propose a system of personalized assistant, which is able in supporting personalized recommendation by data mining techniques. The aim is to enhance a human like shopping experience, which the shopping assistant could interact with
the consumer. With the use of data mining techniques, some research focus on the interaction between the consumer experience and the product searching technology in virtual environments. Zhu et al. [82] propose the AR shopping assistant which is called PromoPad. PromoPad is able in enhancing consumers’ shopping experiences with the suggestion of complementary products. Also, Iyer and Pazgal [83] propose the technology of Internet Shopping Agent (ISAs) which allow consumer to search many retailers for the lowest price products. Moreover, the different spatial experience and interactivity to physical shopping environment enables virtual shopping space to provide different product information searching experience. For instance, as mentioned before, the personalized assistant enable human like shopping experience in interacting with consumer, as it supports personalized recommendations by data mining techniques [81]. Mahmud et al. [84] also propose a system which enables information sharing between virtual world system and web application. Mathwick and Rigdom [85] conduct a research on the investigation in online product searching experience with the theory of flow experience.

3.1.4. Sensorial Enrichment

Some scholars focus on understanding how the interaction between consumer and virtual technology could enhance consumers’ shopping experiences through the enrichment of sensation. Jin and Sung [23] investigate the impact of spoke sales-avatar and suggest that the auditory experience is able in enhancing consumers’ shopping experiences. The findings show that the sincere spoke-avatars have several impacts on the consumer during the interaction. Jin and Sung claim that the consumer would turn out to have greater source expertise. Moreover, there is positive impact on the brand perception and increasing trustworthiness on the brand, which help to induce consumers’ shopping intention. Also, the greater modality richness induces high consumers’ involvement [24]. Besides the interaction with avatar shopping assistant, the store layout could also induce consumers’ sensation experience. In virtual shopping, consumers would perceive the atmosphere of store layout though sensation. Vrechopoulos et al. [86] also suggest that the atmospheric of virtual store layout significantly affect consumer behavior, including the consumer action and their purchasing intentions.

3.1.5. Spatial Operation

Virtual technology is advanced in real-time rendering digital surroundings. The rendered VEs are able to induce different spatial experience with different controlling systems which are different from the actual world. Different virtual shopping space enables different spatial control, such as walking alone in virtual store, looking around within virtual store and picking up virtual product. The controlling system is closely affecting the consumers’ shopping experience, as the consumer should interact with the virtual environments through the controlling system. Moreover, one of the characteristics of virtual technology is that enable to create three-dimensional spatial experience, which induces different spatial experience with 2D web-based shopping and actual world shopping. Therefore, many studies focus on understanding the interaction between the consumer and the spatial controlling system of virtual technology. Also, Couture et al. [87] indicate that virtual web shopping environments could be developed by HTML, with the use of discrete perspective displays. Vrechopoulos et al. [86] suggest that with the use of virtual setting, difference layout of virtual store could result different spatial experience which could induce different consumer action and behavior. Tlauka et al. [88] conduct a research in virtual shopping center, and discover that there are no significant gender differences in spatial performance, including navigation and wayfinding.

3.2. I-other Relations – Connected with Consumers

I-Other relation refers to the human interaction between consumers and also the consumers with marketers in the virtual communicative time and space. Compared with other forms of communication, such as text messages, email, and telephone, VR technology is advanced in creating telepresence experiences. VR enables a 3D virtual shopping arena to be created for shopping activities, while the traditional 2D shopping website does not. The expansion of the Internet, mobile networking and functional smart phone has enabled consumers to interact with others as if they are “being there together” anytime and everywhere [89]. The following analysis focus on the human interaction between the marketers to consumer and consumer to consumer within virtual communities related to (1) dissemination, (2) trustfulness, (3) social structure, (4) consumers’ social presence and (5) virtual communities (VCs) as marketing tools (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Human interaction in virtual communities](image-url)
web-based shopping and actual world shopping. In virtual environments, users could interact with other individuals in virtual communities (VCs). The virtual community is viewed as a social group, the society is organized largely on the basis of individuals’ habit, taste and interests. Different virtual communities have different ways of living, user could interact with each other with similar interests and sharing with each others as if a collective we. Numerous studies investigate how virtual communities enable to disseminate product and brand information to the targeted customers. Chen et al. [89] conduct a research on a peer-to-peer problem solving virtual communities (P3VC). Chen et al. investigated the constitution of the virtual communities’ members’ attitude and how the members intend to contribute knowledge within the virtual communities. Molesworth [90] suggests that in-game environment enables for brand placement which could improve consumers’ perception on brand realism and allowing consumers to create consumption daydream. Besides understanding the interaction in virtual communities, some research focus on virtual communities’ brand experience. Gabisch and Gwebu [39] investigate how consumers in virtual communities learn brands through their experience, which involve functional and social interaction. Also, Hsiao and Chiou [91] suggest that community loyalty is affected by social capital in virtual communities. Consumers’ product knowledge and brand knowledge could be conceived as their social capital in the particular social structure. In virtual community, marketing contents could be widely contributed by consumers, such as Twitter, Facebook, Youtube and Wikipedia. However, Heinonen [92] suggests that consumers on social media are not as active as previous studies have been suggested. Based on the interview with consumers, Heinonen uncovers the managerial challenges of virtual communities and claim that virtual communities should reinforce consumers’ motivation through entertainment, social connection and providing information.

3.2.2. Trustfulness on Virtual Communities

As long as the consumer could interact with others within virtual community, consumer could achieve a great amount of information and could even involve consumption and transaction. Therefore, the issue of trustfulness on virtual communities arises. Trustfulness of consumer on virtual communities involves the trustworthiness of online information, privacy, company policy and the confidence with retailer and marketer. In understanding the trust factor of consumer, Wu et al. [93] investigate how the trust factors influence virtual community member. The result of Wu et al.’s research shows that the members’ shared values have affirmative effect on relationship commitment and trust. The members’ antecedent satisfactions also have positive effect on the level of trust, relationship commitment and member stickiness. Wu et al. claim that the provided privacy policies of virtual community could increase the consumers’ level of trust and the consumers’ trust will have positive effect on the member stickiness and commitment. Nevertheless, Kim and Jin [29] provide a synthesizing overview on a total virtual communities which hosted by apparel retailers. The result shows that the membership policy is one of the keys elements to consumers’ trustfulness.

3.2.3. Social Structure on Virtual Communities

Virtual community could be seen as a form of society which able in gathers consumers with similar interest. Some research focus on understanding the relational structure among social groups on virtual communities. Based on the society of virtual communities, researchers investigate the consumer human interaction within the social structure of virtual communities. Mathwick et al. [94] suggest that the communities’ relational norms affect the social capital within virtual community with particular social structure. Within the virtual community the impacts of social trust, reciprocity, and voluntarism are reflected by the social capital. Further understanding the agency of customer in virtual community, Dholakia et al. [95] provide a social influence model. It is a model of user engagement in network-and-small-group-based VCs. The study investigated two group-level determinants, one of these is social identity and group norms; and the others are the consumers’ motivational antecedent and mediators. In understanding the dynamic structure of VCs, Chan and Li [32] proposed two different kinds of interactivity, which are structural interactivity and experiential interactivity. The finding shows that commitment and reciprocity within the social structure of VCs are affected by the suggested interactivity.

3.2.4. Consumers’ Social Presence in Virtual Communities

In virtual communities, the human interaction between consumer to marketer and consumer to consumer involves the process of communication. The communication within virtual communities is interpersonal or interparty involved, because it involve different virtual worlds users and parties, such as business parties. Therefore, research focus on understanding the consumers’ social presence in virtual communities, which evoke the awareness of other person within the communities. The way consumers interact with other consumer or takes any action within virtual community is affected by their social presence. Shin and Shin [96] claim that the consumer perceived social presence is the key factor to enhance consumers’ behavioral attitude and perception of security in virtual shopping platforms of the consumers’ virtual shopping activities. Hemp [97] also suggest that when consumer inhabit within virtual community, the application of avatar is able for consumer to identify and build up the consumers’ social identity in VWs. Hemp claim that the avatar-based marketing could contributes in company segment, reach and influence potential consumers, insofar as the VWs could provide specific experience within virtual communities.

3.2.5. Reaching Potential Consumers, Virtual Communities as Marketing Tools

As virtual communities are able to gather consumers with similar habit, taste and interests, it could be used as the
marketing tools for reaching potential target consumers. Füller and Matzler [98] propose a system for virtual customer integration. This virtual interaction tools are able to provide virtual experiences and help consumer to transfer their explicit and implicit innovative idea to the company’s R&D team. It contributes in enhancing consumers’ interaction and helps to improve consumer relationship. Sangwan [99] also conduct a research to investigate what factor motivate VC member to engagement in a virtual community and suggest that the virtual initiator provided by member for other consumer is an important factor for the interaction. On the other hand, Gabisch and Gwebu [39] claim that both functional and social interaction n between consumers in virtual communities could contribute in enhancing consumer brand knowledge.

3.3. I-World Relations – Synthesizing Virtual Shopping and Real World Shopping

I-World relation refers to the consumers’ perception of shopping practices in VEs and daily practices in bricks-and-mortar shopping. The mentioned area focuses on understanding the consumers’ perception in combining virtual worlds (virtual shopping experiences) and actual world (bricks-and-mortar shopping experiences). For instance, AR technology is specifically blurring the border of the consumers’ perceiving experience between virtual shopping experience and bricks-and-mortar shopping experience. AR technology is advanced in augmenting consumers’ experience, such as providing virtual information (i.e. product information, promotional information and product recommendation) to consumers’ daily shopping through virtual platform. The following discussion addresses I-World relations in three aspects.

3.3.1. Consumer Perception of Virtual Products in Shopping Space

In virtual shopping space, immersive virtual environments enable to induce consumer to perceive virtual object (e.g. virtual product) as if actual object [46]. Therefore, numerous studies focus on understanding the consumers’ perception of virtual objects from the interaction between virtual technology and consumer. Huang [100] draw the theory form environmental psychology to investigate the relationships between consumers’ purchasing intention and the interaction features on consumers’ online experiences. As the consumers’ perceptions of virtual product affect their purchase intention, scholars investigate the impact of the imaging of virtual object in shopping practices. Tran [72] investigates the influence of consumers’ experiences and expectations in perceiving digital composed 3D product in virtual worlds and the product photograph on 2D online shopping websites. Song et al. [101] suggest that telepresence and fantasy and two important factors for consumers in perceiving virtual product in online apparel shopping experience. They find that the imagery pleasurable experience of product use could be entailed by fantasy. In examining the imagery of consumer, Schlosser [78] claim that the high level of interactivity could induce consumer memory association than static text and picture. Fiore et al. [102] find that the consumers’ experience of telepresence, VEs’ instrumental and experiential values would be produced by the consumers’ responses. Nevertheless, for the investigation of consumers’ perception on virtual product and actual product, Li et al. [103] examine the different between the consumers’ perception on 2D product representations to 3D product visualization, and propose an alternative product affordances, the virtual affordances. Moreover, Lee and Chung [28] found that the interface of virtual shopping platform has positive effect on consumer satisfaction which compare to ordinary shopping mall. The three explanatory variables, including conveniences, quality assurances, and enjoyments are improved in the virtual platform.

3.3.2. Shopping Intention in Virtual Environments

Virtual shopping environment enable to induce different shopping experiences which compare to ordinary shopping space, such as bricks-and-mortar shopping and 2D websites online shopping. Many research focus on understanding how the consumer perception of shopping intention in virtual shopping is different. Domina et al. [104] examine the factors affecting consumer shopping intention in virtual worlds. Domina et al. find that enjoyment of consumers perceived experience positively affect their shopping intention, and the consumer innovativeness is an external factor indirectly effect consumer experience of enjoyment and concentration. Lee et al. [16] conduct a research of consumers’ perceived experience in Second Life. They report that to compare with other model constructs, perceived control and enjoyment are significantly stronger elements to influence consumers’ shopping intention in virtual worlds. Lau et al. [18] suggest that the support of telepresence and enjoyment experience in virtual shopping could enhance consumers’ perceived shopping experience. On the other hand, Lee et al. [16] report that telepresence and perceived concentration have limited effect on consumers’ shopping intention in VWs, which put the issue of the importance of telepresence in virtual shopping in debate. Further investigation on consumers’ satisfaction in virtual shopping, Lee [28] report that consumer perceive virtual product in virtual shopping mall’s user interface could enhance their satisfaction of shopping activities. Some research focus on the complexity of consumer’s behavior in 3D virtual worlds in relations to consumer perceived experience [78, 105-107]. Chen et al. [106] investigate the relation between virtual experiential marketing (VEM) and customer intentions and loyalties which focus on how different between consumers perceive virtual product in virtual worlds and actual product in bricks-and-mortar shopping. Schlosser [78] also find that the presentation of product in virtual environments could improve the consumer purchase intentions. Also, Huang [100] find that the consumer emotional effects in virtual shopping activities
influence their virtual exploratory and shopping decisions.

3.3.3. Between Bricks-and-mortar Shopping and Virtual Shopping

Many research focus on the understanding of the relations between Bricks-and-mortar shopping and virtual shopping, such as virtual worlds purchase and real world purchase. Gabisch and Gwebu [39] investigate the multichannel effect of using VR technology in shopping practice and the relations between virtual brands experience and real-world purchasing decisions. Gabisch and Gwebu find that the advantages of using virtual shopping experience as marketing channel are the accuracy and useful for evaluation. Gabisch [40] further report that VWs brand experiences could have positive effect on the consumers’ perception on real world purchasing intention. On the other hand, some research focus on the virtual store layout design and shopping assistant function. Jin and Bolebruch [108] conduct a research which applies a spoke-avatar shopping assistant with characteristics in terms of humanness. Jin and Bolebruch report that the humanness assistant has positive effect on the consumer perception of advertising message. For the virtual store layout design, Tlauka et al. [88] report that to compare the consumers’ spatial performance in real world and virtual shopping arena, there is no significant gender different, such navigating and wayfinding.

4. Conclusion

This article reviews prior research on the scope of using virtual technology in shopping practices and suggests that future development direction of virtual technology should focus on the interaction between consumer and virtual technology. Therefore, our research team aims to trigger further investigations in the areas of interaction between consumer and virtual technology in three ways, (1) the instrumental relations between the virtual technology and consumers (I-It relation); (2) the connectivity of consumers in virtual environments (I-Other relation); and (3) the consumers’ perception of shopping practices in virtual worlds and daily practices in bricks-and-mortar shopping. This agenda aims to contribute for future development on virtual technology in shopping practices and to suggest a viable research direction for further investigation on this topic. Future investigation may take correlation research approach with the factors of prior research which suggested earlier by this article. Also, this article provides a thematic review to state basic research interests of the use of virtual technology in shopping practices. Future research could be developed based on the suggested direction and to compare with others. Those results could be utilized for hypothesis for further testing. Further investigation on this topic could be addressed in the future research to optimize the research area and technology development.
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